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(1) Teepees were made and assembled by Corinne Stevens Belanger and John Belanger at Cree Star Gifts
(2) Images by Sputnik Architecture
(3)Treaties map and language map from native-land.ca. Native Land Disclaimer: This map does not represent or intend to represent official or legal boundaries of 
any Indigenous nations. To learn about definitive boundaries, contact the nations in question.
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“The sun comes forth 
and goes down again in 

a circle. The moon does the 
same and both are round. Even 

the seasons form a great circle in 
their changing, and always come 

back again to where they were. Our 
teepees were round like the nests 
of birds. And they were always set 

in a circle, the nation’s hoop.”
― Chief Black Elk (Oglala 

Lakota)

The teepees are created by John Belanger and Corinne Stevens Belanger of Cree Star Gifts (Swan River, 
Manitoba). They have made teepees for groups and events across Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Licensed Timber 
Dealers, they practise sustainable forestry (crafting baskets from the bark of harvested birch trees). As John and 
Corinne put it, the teepee traditionally was the dwelling place for their people, but “after colonization, assimilation 
and the residential school era it changed.  The teepee became more than just a dwelling home, it became a 
symbol of resilience, unity and healing.  It was our connection to the past, our ancestors, a gathering place, our 
Church and for many Nations it became a flag.”
 
The Dakota or Sioux-style teepee is long in front and short in back, giving a “leaning back” appearance. The 
reason for this design is the Dakota people lived on the great plains, and engineered their teepees to withstand 
the wind and weather systems.  Most of the stronger weather systems come from the West, and head East. The 
Dakota people would have their teepee doors facing East and the back of the teepee would lean towards the 
Wind.  Having the Sun rise shining into the door had spiritual/natural significance as well.  Almost every teepee 
was painted or stitched a certain way, to depict who lived in the lodge, and reveal what his/her gifts/role was in 
the community.  There are many teachings around the teepee, and they vary from community to community and 
nation to nation. Other styles include Plains Cree (long back and short front); Ojibway (wider and perfectly round); 
and Blackfoot (wider base and smoke flaps). The poles are Black Spruce, up to 30’ long, peeled and sanded for 
an unbelievably slender structure. Today the fabric is marine-finished canvas for durability, and based on an 
intricate traditional pattern.


